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QualityFeaturesErgonomicsPerformanceValue Mechanics starts to work and lose the air hose once and for all with wireless power tools.  However, there are still programs where the hose is needed, so we can't quite yet throw that pneumatic air hose out yet.  But with Milwaukee's new 3/8 racket (model 2557), we are one step closer.  So
let's go to milwaukee M12 Ratchet Review. Milwaukee M12 Racketeering Review Like most of milwaukee tool line, you can buy 12V 3/8 racket in three different sets. 2557-20 – 3/8 Ratchets only 2557-21 – Racket, charger, case, 1 battery 2557-22 – Racket, charger, case, 2 Battery One frustration we hear from mechanics does not have
the right tool in tight areas.  Either the air hose gets in the way or their wireless tool does not have enough power to climb rust on the screws. Milwaukee is an innovative power tool company that sees problems like this all the time, and they find a way to solve these problems and provide a trader with a cool, powerful and useful tool for
your arsenal. Milwaukee M12 Ratchet Review Features Milwaukee designed with a brushless engine that puts an effect on 55 feet lbs of max torque.  The tool weighs only 2.8 pounds and is very short compared to other pneumatic models.  The racket is only 11.9long. The racketeering is powered by a Milwaukee M12 battery.  If you buy
a kit it comes with a 2 Ah battery. Racket is a 3/8 square suburb. This racketeering has a very low profile, so it's perfect for tight spots.  The front and vice versa are located on the racket on the head of the tool.  As you can see, the forward / reversing does not protrude from the head of the tool, so it will not help to the road or accidentally
switch to another direction. The variable speed trigger for all metals is easy to operate and offers a range of 0-200 rpm. When you are not using or during transportation, you can lock the trigger to prevent the tool from working inadvertently. Towards the front of the tool, on the base, there is an LED light.  Light does a decent job of shining
the area.  The LED light lights up automatically when the trigger is pulled.  it is not possible to turn the LED light on or off manually. The rubber handle is decent and offers enough grip even when you have some oil on your hands.  Red plastic becomes a bit slippery and would like to see the black overmold handle extend a little further
forward.  However, if you do this, chances are that you will tear the handle considering what you will do with this tool. As with other Milwaukee M12 tools, the battery fuel meter is on the tool, not on the battery. One beautiful accessory to the tool is removable luggage, which protects the workplace and tool. Milwaukee M12 Ratchet Review
Performance Ratchet performs as advertised.  This and easy to work with.  I like the variable speed trigger because it's easy to work with tight spots and it's also easy to control the speed. It doesn't matter if you work above or below tight spots, this racketeering gets the job done.  It is a little difficult to work over the head for a long time.
Milwaukee M12 Racketeering Review Value If you already have M12 batteries you can pick up a bar tool up to about $150 at Home Depot.  If you don't have batteries and want to get to this line, you will pay a little more for the tool, charger and two batteries that will run you about $230. In general, what this tool offers for ease of use,
power and able to get hard to reach spots, plus get rid of the air hose, I think it is of great value. Milwaukee's M12 Racketeering Review Final Thoughts milwaukee created a perfect 3/8 racket.  The tool is very powerful, but has a very low profile, making this compact.  Given all the other tools milwaukee M12 line up, the guarantee they
offer and the caliber of this tool who does not want one? 1996-2014 ©. Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates © between 1996 and 2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Manufacturer: Milwaukee Model Number: 2558-20 Power Supply: 12v Lithium-Ion Weight: 2.73When Milwaukee released its original M12 racketeering back in 2011, it was
designed to marry the efficiency and speed of the use of pneumatic rackets without cords or hoses. Since then, these Milwaukee rackets have become synonymous with wireless performance in the automotive industry and can be found in almost every store. Milwaukee has unveiled a new M12 FUEL racketeering series that offers several
upgrades and improvements to their successful series of wireless rackets. If you haven't already made a jump on brushless engines, now is the time. First impressionsSupon first checks, M12 FUEL ratchet feels very comfortable and well made. Milwaukee expanded its lineup to also include the 1/2 model, which was unavailable in their
previous series. It was a tool that I tested this review. It's a little longer than their previous rackets, but a thin, niche head provides access to pretty tight areas. The rubber, planted handle is well suited to my hand. It also helps to arrest the tool in wet or slippery conditions. FeaturesSurushless Motor Latest iteration milwaukee cordless
racket offers its POWERSTATE brushless engine, which offers improved run-time and durability to your brushed counterparts. If you haven't already made a jump on brushless engines, now is the time. An increase in power and operating time is very noticeable, and additional durability increases the service life of the tool to double.
Milwaukee is the first company to offer a brushless engine for their wireless rackets. LED light and battery life meterM12 FUEL racketeer includes a trigger-operated LED bulb, Workplace. The light will turn off after a few seconds when the tool is not in use. A battery life indicator on the side of the handle is also included. Trigger
LockLocated right in front of the variable-speed trigger, Milwaukee added a trigger lock to prevent the tool from accidentally turning on. This feature really helps when a user simply throws it into a service bag or tool kit to keep the battery from running down. PerformanceThe 1/2 version of FUEL racketeering offer up to 60 feet lbs. torque
and revolutions of 175 rev./min. The torque rating is the best in the class, and the execution time is really impressive. While I didn't run any actual run-time tests, one, fully charged battery lasted me all day. With the function of two batteries, there will never be time when you exit a fully charged battery before a second battery is charged.
The price of Milwaukee M12 FUEL racketeering is priced at $149-169 for bald tools and $229-249 per set. The kit includes a tool, two batteries, a charger and a carrying case. The overall impressionPo using the M12 FUEL racket for several months, I honestly found it difficult to find everything i needed to improve. Although I wish the tool
was only a little shorter, I found no real issues to use anything I needed. That includes those hard-to-reach areas.Milwaukee has taken an already fantastic tool and just made it better. If you work in the automotive industry, or regularly maintain your work on trucks or trailers, you would do yourself a favor and choose one of these up. You
will be impressed with how well these tools work. The Enhanced Mechanism Battery Life Gauge Niche Head Cast Steel Casing 1/2 Drive Brushless Motor Rubber Rubber Overmold Grip Variable Speed Cause and Lock LED LightProduct reviews on this site contains our opinion on the product or service. In our reviews, we always strive
for objectivity and transparency. Our goal is to provide readers with honest, objective information based on our own experience. We never have and will never accept payment in exchange for a positive review. Many of the products that we are reviewing are given to us free of charge by a manufacturer or retailer. In some cases we also
have advertising or partner relationships with manufacturers and retailers of products and services we review. For additional information, please visit our additional disclosure policy. #tbbcrew Stan using 1/4 M12 ratchet to restore this old BMW engine. About four or five years ago, Milwaukee came out with its first wireless racket. It was on
the growing M12 platform and came in 3/8 and 1/4 varieties. The M12 racketeer was a decent tool but couldn't quite match the pneumatic units that were a staple in the navy and repair shops around the world. Like all things, though, time marches, technology is improving, and versions are always better. New children of children At the
end of 2017 and 3 all new M12 rackets hit the market. They have brushless motors and a new, more robust head structure. They are on the same M12 platform, giving 12V users even more options. Now it becomes a question of which M12 racketeering to buy? When it comes to purchasing tools, the correct answer is always all of them.
Being real, though, what if you could justify just one M12 racket? Which one do you need to get? M12 Ratchet - What do they offer? So what are the similarities and differences between the pieces? What are their specifications? Disclaimer: Links below are acme tool. They are affiliate links, which means that if you buy a tool link, we get a
small commission from the sale. This helps us keep the lights on and producing free content.1/4″ M12 Ratchet (Gen 1)Drive Size: 1/4 inLength (in): 10.75Maximum RPM: 250Maximum Torque (ft-lbs): 35MFG Model # (Series): 2456-21Net Tool Weight (lbs): 1.9Bare Tool Price: $1293/8″ M12 Ratchet (Gen 1)Drive Size: 3/8 inLength (in):
10.75Maximum RPM: 250Maximum Torque (ft-lbs): 35MFG Model # (Series): 2457-21Net Tool Weight (lbs): 1.9Bare Tool Price: $1291/4″ M12 Ratchet (Gen 2 Fuel)Drive Size: 1/4 inLength (in): 12.5Maximum RPM: 250Maximum Torque (ft-lbs): 40MFG Model # (Series): 2556-22Net Tool Weight (lbs): 1.93Bare Tool Price: $1793/8″ M12
Ratchet (Gen 2 Fuel)Drive Size: 3/8 inLength (in): 11.84Maximum RPM: 200Maximum Torque (ft-lbs): 55MFG Model # (Series): 2557-22Net Tool Weight (lbs): 2.84Bare Tool Price: $1791/2″ M12 Ratchet (Gen 2 Fuel)Drive Size : 1/2 length (to): 12.5Maxumax motor: 175Maxumax (ft-lbs): 60MFG Model # (series): 2558-22Net Tool Weight
(lbs): 3.15Bare tool Price: $199Can only be one M12 RatchetSo if you're going to get only one M12 racket, which one do you need to get? The short answer is to get a 3/8 M12 ratchet, the new Fuel one. One with a brushless motor. This steals at $179 and with adapters can be accelerated to 1/2 sockets or up to 1/4 sockets. The head is
slightly larger than 1/4 Fuel, but it also has much more power. This is the one I use most often. What if you already have a 1/2 impact socket slug for your truck with a medium torque or high torque impact wrench? Then 1/2 The fuel is right in your alley. Adapters are not required. Of course, it's the most money offering, but it also offers the
greatest torque, and still is compact. If you cope with a lot of cramped space and small fasteners, 1/4 Fuel can only be a ticket. It offers the smallest head size and is still a respectable 40 ft/lbs torque.#tbbcrew Is uses a new 1/2 to work on your diesel. If cash is the deciding factor, you may be eligible for the first gene racketeering. At $129
for a bald tool, it's a pretty good deal. Some internet even reonditioned rackets, which are even better deal with. Product reviews on this site our opinion on the product or service. In our reviews, we always strive for objectivity and transparency. Our goal is to provide readers with honest, objective information based on our own experience.
We never have and will never accept payment in exchange for a positive review. Many of the products that we are reviewing are given to us free of charge by a manufacturer or retailer. In some cases we also have advertising or partner relationships with manufacturers and retailers of products and services we review. For additional
information, please visit our additional disclosure policy. Policy.
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